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Preface

Disclaimer
As Navico is continuously improving this product, we retain the right to make changes to the
product at any time which may not be reflected in this version of the manual. Please contact
your nearest distributor if you require any further assistance.

It is the owner’s sole responsibility to install and use the equipment in a manner that will not
cause accidents, personal injury or property damage. The user of this product is solely
responsible for observing safe boating practices.

NAVICO HOLDING AS AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES, BRANCHES AND AFFILIATES DISCLAIM ALL
LIABILITY FOR ANY USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN A WAY THAT MAY CAUSE ACCIDENTS, DAMAGE
OR THAT MAY VIOLATE THE LAW.

Governing Language: This statement, any instruction manuals, user guides and other
information relating to the product (Documentation) may be translated to, or has been
translated from, another language (Translation). In the event of any conflict between any
Translation of the Documentation, the English language version of the Documentation will
be the official version of the Documentation.

This manual represents the product as at the time of printing. Navico Holding AS and its
subsidiaries, branches and affiliates reserve the right to make changes to specifications
without notice.

Regulatory statements
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box complies with the requirements of:

• EN60945(2002) (All environmental tests)
• IACS E10(2006) (EMC tests only)
• DNV 2.4 (2006) (EMC tests only)

The relevant Declaration of conformity is available in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box section
on the following website:"pro.simrad-yachting.com" on page

About this manual
This manual is a reference guide for installing the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box

Important text that requires special attention from the reader is emphasized as follows:

Ú Note: Used to draw the reader’s attention to a comment or some important information.

 Warning: Used when it is necessary to warn personnel that they should
proceed carefully to prevent risk of injury and/or damage to equipment/
personnel.

Copyright
Copyright © 2016 Navico Holding AS.
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Introduction
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box is a separate device intended to convert analog radar signal
to raw data and send it using the Ethernet to the Extractor/Tracker application operating on a
PC.

The device has two basic configurations: Slave and Master.

A Slave configured MK 6.0 Radar Interface box receives video and synchronization signals
from the vessel radar, whilst a Master configured MK 6.0 Radar Interface box provides
additional radar control functionality. The Master configuration is available for the Litton/
Sperry radar only.

Ú Note: The Sensor Monitor application is installed with an ECDIS900 or Radar2014
application.
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Installation procedure
This procedure describes the installation process of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box for a
system with ECDIS900 or Radar2014 installed.

1. Perform all connections on the board (see "Synchronization signals" on page 10, "The radar video
signal" on page 10, "Power" on page 7)

2. Run the Installer from the CD (see "Installer" on page 15)
3. Connect the board to a PC (see "Connection to PC" on page 13)
4. Configure the PC IP address (see "Connection to PC" on page 13)
5. Power the board
6. Verify that the LED status indication is correct (see "Indication of the status with LEDs" on page

7)
7. Configure the board using the web interface (see "Settings" on page 16)
8. Run Extractor/Tracker (see "Extractor/Tracker" on page 32)
9. Press the "MK6 status" button to verify that communication exists

10. Press the Radar display button to open the VarpPCI GUI
11. Verify that radar video is received. Correct the Gain and Sea values if necessary.
12. Verify that course, speed, and heading are received.
13. Run ECDIS900 or Radar2014, open VarpPCI, select the Settings tab, and justify the Sync

Delay and Heading Line Skew values that adjust radar video to charts.
14. Restart the PC and verify that all applications (Extractor/Tracker, ECDIS or Radar2014,

Sensor Monitor) start automatically, all settings are saved and radar video is adjusted to
charts.
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Connections
The following sections describe the general type of connections applicable to the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box board represented in the figure below.

The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box board. Items, used in the installation process are indicated.

Power

The power connector P5 and the jumper slot P6. The default jumper configuration is green .

Use the P5 connector to power.

Rated power is DC 24 V.

Power consumption is maximum 10 W.

Power connector on the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box board.

Indication of the status with LEDs
LEDs D10-D13 are located close to the MARK connector and indicate the status of the
system. They can be useful when the board is not able to communicate using the Ethernet.
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D10-D13 LEDs set on the board.

D10 D11 D12 D13 Status Possible
reasons

slightly
glowing

slightly
glowing

slightly
glowing

slightly
glowing

DSP has
power but
cannot start.

• Check
jumpers P6.

• They have
to be set as
described
in "Power" on
page 7.

• The
bootloader
cannot
start

• DSP does
not work

steady The
bootloader
started
loading the
software.

Normal
process takes
a few
seconds.
There is a
problem with
the DSP or
Flash.
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D10 D11 D12 D13 Status Possible
reasons

steady blinking Main
software
cannot be
loaded. The
system will
be
periodically
restarted by
the
WatchDog
timer.

• There is no
valid
software in
the Flash. It
can be
caused by
writing a
corrupted
file to the
Flash or by
switching
off or
restarting
the system
before the
writing in
the Flash is
completed,
see "AIS (DSP
firmware)" on
page 18

• Flash does
not work

steady steady Main
software was
loaded to the
DSP and took
control

Normally this
state passes
very quickly. If
the system
freezes in this
state, then
something is
wrong with
the DSP or
there is a bug
in the
software.

 blinking blinking Normal work

blinking steady steady The system is
going to be
restarted

• User
restarted
the system
from the
interface.

• Software
found the
fatal
problem.

any any any steady The fatal
problem was
found by the
main
software. The
system will
be restarted.

An
unexpected
error occurs

After turning on the board, LEDs D11 and D12 should be blinking within a few seconds. This
indicates the system is working properly.
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The radar video signal
By default, video input impedance is 75 Ohm. If 50 Ohm is required, set the jumper P12
closed. This is the only jumper which can be used by the customer. All other jumpers are for
Navico. By default, there is no jumper.

Synchronization signals
The following connection types are available:

• Single-ended
• Differential
• Composite

Depending on the connection type, different connectors are used. The MK 6.0 Radar
Interface box board layout is represented below.

There are 6 connectors on the board:

• Single-ended
• SYNC
• AL
• MARK(ARP)
• AZIM
• AUX

To insert a wire to the connector, use a small screwdriver. Insert a flat-blade screwdriver in
the rectangular hole of the connector and then put the wire in the corresponding round
hole. Then remove the screwdriver and the wire will be fixed.
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The following sections describe the different connections.

Single-ended synchronization signals
There are two ways to connect single-ended lines to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box. They can
be connected using a special connector for single-ended signals or using differential
connectors. There are special conditions and limitations for single-ended connections using
differential connectors.

Single-ended connection using the single-ended connector
The connector has the following pins:

• Sync
• Azimuth
• Mark
• 3 GND pins

The single-ended connection using the single-ended connector.

The following color coding is used for wires:

• Grey - Ground (GND)
• Yellow - Sync
• Blue - Azimuth
• Magenta - Mark

All the GND pins of the single-ended connector are connected with each other and the
video GND on the board. In most cases it is correct and sufficient because the grounds are
also connected on the radar side. If grounds should not be combined, it is possible to use
differential connectors (see "Single-ended connection using the differential connectors" on page 11 for
details). Single-ended inputs have a range of +/-20V. The triggering level can be set within
these limits. The synchronization pulses can be displayed using the MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box oscilloscope.

Single-ended connection using the differential connectors
Differential connectors are galvanic isolated from the board so they can be used for
connecting lines with different grounds. The signal must be within the -7V to +12V limit. The
triggering level is 1 V and cannot be changed. The system will work correctly only if the pulse
crosses the 1 V level and the noise is lower.
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The single-ended connection using the differential connectors

The following color coding is used for wires:

• Grey - Ground
• Yellow - Sync
• Blue - Azimuth
• Magenta - Mark
• Red - short-cirquit contact between pins of the same connector.

Differential synchronization signals
The following connectors are used for differential synchronization lines:

• SYNC
• AZIM
• MARK

The following color coding is used foe wires:

• Yellow - Sync
• Grey - Ground
• Blue - Azimuth
• Magenta - Mark

The signal must be within the +7V to +12V limit.

The different synchronization signal connection scheme.

Litton/Sperry synchronization signals
In this case the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be connected as Master. In addition to the
input signals from the radar, the device produces output control signals.

The SYNC and AL connectors should be used for connecting synchronization signals from
Litton/Sperry radar to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box board.

The following order is correct:

• Sync signals to the SYNC connector, R+ and R- pins
• Azimuth signals to the AL connector, R+ and R- pins
• Radar control signals to the AL connector, T+ and T- pins
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Connection scheme for Litton/Sperry as a Master

The following color coding is used:

• Grey - Ground
• Yellow - Sync
• Blue - Azimuth
• Green - radar control signals

Composite synchronization
All synchronization signals are mixed with the video signal, so no additional connection is
required. The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can process composite signals from Atlas and
Raytheon.

Synchronization signals for external systems
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can output the synchronization signals to be used by external
systems. For any kind of synchronization signals, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box always
generates differential output signals. This means that the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be
used as a converter of the synchronization signals. “T+” and “T-” of “SYNC”, “AZIM” and “MARK”
connectors are used to output the synchronization signals. Output voltage is 3.3V, with a
load impedance not less than 54 Ohm. These outputs are switched off by default and must
be switched on in the configuration interface (see "Differential outputs" on page 19 for details).

Connection to PC
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box is connected to a PC using the Ethernet. The board has a 3-
port Ethernet switch included. One of the ports is used by the board and two others are free
for connecting external equipment, including a PC. The green LED in the left corner of an
Ethernet connector indicates that the 1Gb link is established.

Direct connection
It is possible to perform a direct connection (without a switch) of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box to a PC. In this case the PC should have a 1Gb Ethernet card dedicated to the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box. The IP address on the PC side should be statically set as 192.168.5.110.
See "IP configuration" on page 18 for information about the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box IP
address settings.
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Connection using an Ethernet switch
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be connected using a Gigabit Ethernet switch. The
amount of data which the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box generates depends on the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) and can reach up to 150 Mb/sec.

Connecting two MK 6.0 Radar Interface boxes to one PC
In some installations it is convenient to connect two radars to one PC. The following
approaches are available for connecting two MK 6.0 Radar Interface boxes to one PC:

• Two Ethernet cards in the PC (one card for each MK 6.0 Radar Interface box)
• An external switch and one Ethernet card
• The internal switch of one of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box boards (see the following

figure)

Connecting with the internal switch of one MK 6.0 Radar Interface box board

If two MK 6.0 Radar Interface box boards are connected to one PC, you must set different IP
addresses on the boards. For example, the board #1 default address is 192.168.5.100 and the
board #2 address is 192.168.5.101. See "IP configuration" on page 18 for more information
about IP address settings.

Two instances of the Extractor/Tracker (VarpPCI.exe) must run on the PC supporting the
connection of two MK 6.0 Radar Interface box boards. Each of these instances works with one
of the boards and they are independent from each other. These Extractor/Tracker instances
use two different *.ini files. They have different IP addresses for the different MK 6.0 Radar
Interface box boards and different ports for receiving radar video. For more information
about configuring the connection of two boards, see "MK6 related settings in the VarpPCI.ini file" on
page 31, for more information about the Extractor/Tracker application see "Extractor/Tracker"
on page 32.
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Installer
Launch the SetupRadarKit.msi file. The installation will start automatically.

Three buttons are available:

• Overlay: The software required for the Radar overlay function with the MK 6.0 Radar
Interface box for ECDIS900

• Custom: Custom configuration of the PC Radar kit software
• PC Radar: The PC Radar kit software (this option includes the Radar application

installation)

Click one of the three buttons according to the type of installation.

Follow the installation wizard and verify the settings are correct.

In case the the Custom configuration is chosen, you need to select components to install,
then define folders for applications. By default, each component is installed in its own folder.

4 
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Settings
The configuration of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be performed using its WEB
interface. The WEB interface which is described here corresponds to software version
MK6.1.xx.xx. By default, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box has an IP address of 192.168.5.100 (see
"IP configuration" on page 18). The screenshots of the WEB interface were done with a Firefox
browser. With other browsers the view can be slightly different from the pictures below.
When configuration is completed, logout from the interface or close the web page (support
of the WEB interface requires additional resources and can affect the performance of the
system).

Login page
To access the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box web interface, enter the URL address 192.168.5.100
in your browser and the following web page opens:

Login page

The password is empty by default. If you need to protect your MK 6.0 Radar Interface box
settings, you can set a password in the “Configuration” page (see "Change password" on page
18). To access configuration settings, click “Login”.

The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box has two operating modes: WorkMode and TestMode. After a
successful startup, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box operates in WorkMode.

WorkMode is ON

Status page
The “Status” page provides information about the board and its status.

The top of the page displays information about the PCB (Printed Circuit Board), such as PCB
version, serial number, and check date.
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The Status page example

The following parameters are displayed:

• “Version” identifies the variation of the boards which use the same PCB layout.
• “Serial number” is the consecutive number of the board.
• “Check date” is the date of production or testing of the board.
• “Uptime” is the time interval since the software was last loaded.
• “Temperature” reports the temperature of the board.
• “Power” provides information about output voltage of the DC/DC converters, installed on

the board and the log of Power errors.
• “Subsystems statuses” shows results of the initialization of the board.
• “Power” provides information about output voltage of the DC/DC converters installed on

the board, and the log of Power errors.
• “Subsystems statuses” shows results of the initialization of the components of the system

and their current status. All indicators should be green.

Config page
The “Config” page provides access to all radar independent settings. All these settings are
stored in the CFG file. Applying some settings requires restarting the system.

The Config page example
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AIS (DSP firmware)
This group of controls shows information about the DSP firmware which is written in the
flash of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box. “Retrieve AIS from MK6” is a dedicate button that
activates a backup function for the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box firmware, storing it in your PC.
This is useful, for example, in cases of failures when a software update is in progress. In this
particular case the firmware can be recovered from the PC.

Ú Note: Writing the AIS file to the flash takes several seconds. Do not switch off or restart
the system before the writing is completed, otherwise the AIS file will be corrupted and
the system will not be able to boot after restart. In this case, recovering the system can
only be done by Navico.

RBF (FPGA firmware)
This is information about the FPGA firmware which is written in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box flash.

• "Name" is the FPGA firmware file name.
• "Version" and "Build time" are the version number and the creation time. This information

is useful when contacting Navico support.
• "Check sum" reports the validity of the check sum and is expected to be "OK".
• “Retrieve RBF from MK6” lets you copy this file from the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box flash to

the PC. It can be useful before rewriting the flash with the newer version.
• The “Browse...” button lets you browse to the file which is to be written to the MK 6.0

Radar Interface box flash.
• “Write RBF to MK6” starts writing the firmware from the PC to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface

box flash. The new version of the firmware will be used after restart of the system.

Ú Note: Writing the RBF file to the flash takes several seconds. Do not switch off or restart
the system before the writing is completed, otherwise, the RBF file in the flash will be
corrupted. If the RBF is corrupted, the FPGA cannot be loaded and the system cannot
work properly. However, the corrupted RBF file does not prevent the system from
booting so it is possible to write the RBF again.

CFG(configuration)
This group of controls shows information about the current configuration of the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box which is stored in the CFG file in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box flash. The
MK 6.0 Radar Interface box configuration file is an XML file which contains complete
configuration information. All changes, which can be done using this WEB interface, can be
saved in the CFG file in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box flash. The CFG file can also be saved to
the PC using the “Retrieve CFG from MK6” button. If there is a previously saved CFG file, it can
be written to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box flash using the “Write CFG to MK6” button. The
CFG file can be read and manually corrected but we do not recommend manual correction
of the CFG file.

To rename the CFG file in the flash, use the “Rename CFG file” button.

Change password
This group of controls provides the possibility to change a password. The password is used to
protect the settings from unauthorized access and it is required to get access to the WEB
interface. By default the password is empty.

The password is held in the CFG file as a plain text. So copying the file to the PC may help
you remember the password, but reduces system security.

If the password was set and there is no copy of the CFG file, the easiest way to restore access
to the configuration is to reset it to default (see "Reset the settings (default CFG)" on page 19).

IP configuration
This group of controls shows information about the IP configuration of the board. It also
allows changing this configuration. All changes take effect after the system is restarted.
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The IP address of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be set statically or can be obtained from
a DHCP server. By default, the static IP address is “192.168.5.100”. The PC's address of
“192.168.5.110” is used as the “Default gateway”.

You have to restart the board before any changes in the IP configuration is applied. After
restarting, the new IP address should be used to access the board.

Another way to restore access to the board when its IP address is unknown is to reset its
settings to default. For more information, refer to "Reset the settings (default CFG)" on page 19.

Communication with PC
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box receives commands from VarpPCI using this port. Default
value is 5062. The same value must be used in the VarpPCI.ini file (see "MK6 related settings in the
VarpPCI.ini file" on page 31).

Radar control
Currently the radar control functionality is implemented for the Litton/Sperry radar only. To
enable the radar control, select the Litton/Sperry radar in the settings, then save the
configuration and restart the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.

Differential outputs
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can generate three differential signals for external systems.
These signals goes to the “T+” and “T-” pins of the “SYNC”, “AZIM” and “MARK” connectors.
“SYNC” output is always switched on and is in “0” state but “AZIM” and “MARK” outputs are in
high impedance state by default. Each of these outputs can be independently configured to
generate a correspondent synchronization signal for the external system. No restart of the
system is required after applying these changes.

Ú Note: The Azimuth Reset Pulse connector is labelled as MARK.

Reset the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box settings (default CFG)
All settings of the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can be reset to default. When you set them to
default, the CFG file is erased in the flash. This can be useful if you do not remember the
password or IP address and do not have access to the WEB interface. The reset can be done
using a jumper. By default the jumper connects “TP1” and “TP2”.

To reset the board to default settings, perform the following steps:

1. Switch the board off
2. Remove the jumper which connects "TP1" and "TP2"
3. Use the jumper to connect "TP1" and "TP3"
4. Switch the board on
5. Wait until it completes initialization. Initialization is completed when LEDs D11 and D12

are blinking. (see "Indication of the status with LEDs" on page 7)
6. Switch the board off
7. Restore the jumper to its original position.

The board is set with default settings.

Work page
The Work page provides information about acquisition of the video signal and
synchronization signals.

After a successful initialization, the system operates in WorkMode and starts the data
acquisition process using the video and synchronization settings from the CFG file. This is the
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“Normal Work” mode.The “Normal Work” button which is located at the top of the page is
selected.

It is necessary to modify the default settings during the system installation on board a ship.
While the installation is in process, different submodes are available. To switch between
them select a proper button at the top of the page. For example, Video, Sync, Azimuth, etc.
Remember, that these submodes are not available after the installation process is finished.

The Work page example

Radar type
One of the most important parameters on the Work page is the Radar type. The behavior of
the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box depends on the Radar type value. Each Radar type requires
specific synchronization signals: single-ended, differential or composite.

Video and synchronization inputs data is displayed at the left side of the Work page. Titles of
used inputs are black and unused are grey.

The Work page figure is an example of the single ended radar type settings with
synchronization signals from the "SE" (single-ended) connector with SYNC, AZIM and
MARK(ARP) inputs in use. Each input has a parameters set. The parameter settings are
independent for each particular input. In case an input is not in use, the parameter settings
are disabled.

The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box board supports several types of radars: Raytheon, Atlas,
Litton/Sperry, Radom, radars with differential synchronization signals and radars with single
ended synchronization signals. Connection of the synchronization signals is described in
"Synchronization signals" on page 10.

There are two other parameters close to the Radar type on the page. Their values depend on
the type of radar the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box is connected to. “Azimuth per turn” is the
number of azimuths, which the radars provide per one turn of the antenna. Various types of
radars provide various numbers of Azimuths per turn, but the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box
converts data to the 0..16384 range for azimuth. The corresponding setting in VarpPCI.ini is
ignored when the Extractor/Tracker application works with the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.

“Heading offset” is the offset value between the antenna heading marker and the vessel
heading. Compensation of the heading offset is implemented in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box, so the Extractor/Tracker ignores the setting in VarpUniversal.ini when it receives data
from the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.
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Oscilloscope
The oscilloscope is used in all work modes. It provides the possibility to see various kinds of
signals which the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box acquires. The diagram data and coordinates
depend on the work modes. The X axis can be graduated in nautical miles (NM) or
microseconds (us). The Y axis can be graduated in millivolts or logical levels (0 and 1). Both
axis are available for scaling.

The figure shows the oscilloscope's screen while operating in the Normal Work submode.
The green oscillogram is the video signal. The black zone is the input video range. The grey
areas above and below are outside of the recommended limits. There can be distortion of
the signal in these areas. The blue line is the middle of the range and it corresponds to 0
level. The X axis is in NM and the Y axis is mV.

Oscilloscope functionality:

• “Dragging” - you can move the graph using the drag-and-drop method with the mouse.
• “Zooming” - When “Shift” key is pressed the zoom mode is active. In this mode a part of

the screen can be selected by the mouse to be zoomed. Zooming can also be changed
using the mouse wheel (regardless of the “Shift” key).

• Signal or distance range can be changed using the “+” and “-” buttons to increase and
decrease range two times.

• Double click on the oscilloscope pauses updating the screen.
• “trigger” indicator shows how the acquisition of the shown signal was triggered.

The "Trigger" indicator has the following color-coded statuses:

• GREY - there is no signal
• YELLOW - a signal exists, but it is not synchronized with the current synchronization signal.
• GREEN - the signal is synchronous with the synchronization signal.

For example, while operating in the Normal Work submode, the indicator can be grey or
green. In this case, the system requires synchronized signals only. However, while operating
in the “Video” submode, the indicator can also be yellow because the system also acquires
unsynchronized video if there is no synchronization. It allows tracing the video input when
there is no proper synchronization. When the system looks for the proper trigger level for
single-ended synchronization signals, the indicator is yellow in the beginning of the
procedure. Then when the proper level is found and the signal can be used to synchronize
itself, the indicator becomes green.

Normal work
When the “Normal Work” button at the top of the page is selected, the system works
normally and sends data to the Extractor/Tracker in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box format.
Video data are sent to the Extractor/Tracker when operating in the “Normal Work” state only.
In all other states, signals are only displayed on the oscilloscope.

The video signal is synchronized by the current synchronization signal (depending on the
radar type). The indicators of synchronization (Sync, Azimuth and Marker) are blinking. In case
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of synchronization signal loss, the video signal is also lost, and the oscilloscope diagram is
empty.

Video state
When the “Video” button at the top of the page is selected, the system acquires video but
does not send it to the Extractor/Tracker. The signal is displayed in the oscilloscope diagram
only for overseeing and analyzing. The signal is acquired and represented in linear format.
The acquisition length is fixed and is equal to 8128 samples. If there is a synchronization
signal, the video signal is synchronized with it. In case of synchronization signal loss, the
video signal is not synchronized and the sweep starts from a random moment. Sync/async
indicator on the oscilloscope shows the synchronization status. Shift and sync delays are
ignored in this mode.

Sync, Azimuth, Marker or Alt states
When the “Sync”, “Azimuth”, “Marker” or “Alt” button at the top of the page is selected, the
system acquires signal from the Sync, Azimuth, Marker or Alt connector respectively. The
acquired signal is not sent to the Extractor/Tracker, it is only shown in the oscilloscope. These
submodes are used for visualizing the synchronization signals and setting the
synchronization parameters.

Synchronization signals are self synchronized. This means that if the Sync signal is shown in
the oscilloscope, the same Sync is used for synchronization. However, if the system cannot
acquire the signal within a certain time interval, the signal is acquired without
synchronization. This means that a random part of the signal will be displayed. The Sync/
async indicator on the oscilloscope shows if the signal was acquired synchronously or not.

The settings for the video signal (amplification, Sync delay, etc) are not applicable for
synchronization signals. The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box processes various types of
synchronization signals differently but some parameters are applicable for all synchronization
signals. The digital filter can be specified for each of the synchronization signals by means of
“digital filter” control. The filter can be used to remove high frequency noise on the line.
Applying this filters does not visibly affect synchronization signals on the oscilloscope. If the
synchronization signal has the polarity opposite to what is desired, it can be inverted using
“polarity” settings. These inputs are opt-isolated on the board. This means that if the cables
are connected with wrong polarity, the the PCB will not be damaged.

Single-ended Synchronization
For all single ended signals the oscilloscope displays the triggering level (yellow line for Sync,
blue for Azimuth and Magenta for Marker) besides the signal trend. For stability of the
synchronization, the board uses hysteresis. The thickness of the line corresponds to the value
of the hysteresis. For single ended signals the hysteresis is the 1 V. In the figure below the
single ended Sync is shown.

In this state, the X axis is in microseconds and the Y axis is in millivolts. The range is +/-20 V.
The yellow line on the picture is the level of the sync trigger. To guarantee stable
synchronization the trigger must be fully inside the synchronization pulse, preferably in the
middle. The trigger level can be moved using the controls.
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The trigger level

Single ended Azimuth and Marker look similar except for the trigger level color. Because the
Marker signal appears once per antenna turn, it is seldom redrawn. It also affects the
redrawing of the position of the trigger level, so be patient while working with Marker signal.

Selecting the “100 Ohm pull down” check box connects the corresponding single ended
input to the ground using a 100 Ohm resistor. This resistor can be used for impedance
matching.

Selecting the “430 Ohm pull up” check box connects the corresponding single ended input
to +3.3V. This resistor can be used for connecting to radars with open collector outputs.

Selecting the “1000 pF filter” check box for Sync, Azimuth and Marker connects the1000 pF
capacitor to the corresponding input. This capacitor can be used as a filter. Influence of the
capacitor on the Sync signal is shown in the figure below.

The example of a capacitor influence on the Sync signal

Composite synchronization signals
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can work with two composite radars: Raytheon and Atlas. For
both radars, the synchronization signals are mixed with the video signal but these two radars
use different coding. For composite signals, besides the signal trend, the oscilloscope shows
the triggering level (yellow line for Sync, blue for Azimuth and magenta for Marker). For
stability of the synchronization, the board uses hysteresis. The thickness of the line
corresponds to the value of the hysteresis. For composite signals the hysteresis is 0.5 Volt.
Trigger levels must be set differently for Raytheon and Atlas.

Position of Sync (yellow line) and Azimuth (blue line) triggers are shown in the figure below.
The Sync level should be on the top of the Sync signal to be higher than the video signal
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(there is no video on the picture because it was taken using a simulator). The Azimuth level
should be in the middle of the azimuth code. The Marker trigger is not used for Raytheon.

Sync and Azimuth trigger levels

The positions of the Sync, Azimuth and Marker trigger levels are shown in the figure below.
The Sync trigger level is in the middle of the Sync signal. For decoding of the Atlas Azimuth
signal, two triggers are used: the Azimuth and the Marker. Actually, there is no Marker signal,
a Marker trigger is used to find a start of an Azimuth code and an Azimuth trigger is used to
decode an Azimuth. Azimuth code is preceded by the pulse which is two times larger. The
Marker trigger level should cross this pulse but not cross the azimuth code. The Azimuth
trigger level should be in the middle of the Azimuth code.

Sync and Mark trigger levels

In both figures the X axis is in microseconds and the Y axis is in millivolts.

Differential synchronization signals
Differential inputs are equipped with opt-isolated receivers which provide only logical levels
on their outputs. This causes the picture on the oscilloscope to look more like the picture on
a logical analyzer. The signal can be only 0 or 1. However, the picture can still be useful
because it provides information about pulse polarity and length.
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There is no setting for trigger levels for differential signals. It is defined by the RS422 standard.
Each differential input is equipped with a 100 Ohm resistor which can be used for impedance
matching. Selecting the “100 Ohm termination” check box connects the 100 Ohm resistor to
a corresponding differential input.

Litton/Sperry synchronization signals
A Sync signal for Litton/Sperry is a simple differential pulse with negative polarity, so
everything from the differential synchronization signals is applicable to Litton/Sperry Sync.
Litton/Sperry Azimuth is also a differential signal but besides information about azimuth, it
also contains radar control related information (see the figure below). Even if the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box does not control the radar, it receives this information. For this reason,
Azimuth is not processed by the Azimuth block but is processed by the Alt block of the MK
6.0 Radar Interface box and the wire must be connected using the AL connector.

Litton/Sperry sends several bytes of information and this picture shows only the first one but
it can still be useful to check polarity of the signal and figure out if the MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box receives anything at all.

Like other differential inputs, AL is equipped with a 100 Ohm resistor which can be used for
impedance matching. Selecting the “100 Ohm dif. imp.” check box connects the 100 Ohm
resistor to the input.

Radom synchronization signals
Radom uses differential synchronization signals so everything which is described in "Differential
synchronization signals" on page 24 is applicable for Radom with one exception. Radom does not
provide a separate Marker signal. Instead, one of the Azimuth signals per turn is long and it
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indicates the start of a new scan. Radom usually generates 2048 Azimuth pulses per turn, so
it is difficult to notice the long one among many others on the oscilloscope.

Idle mode
When the “Stop” button is selected, the system is operating in the idle submode and it does
not acquire any signal. The board sends one empty sweep to the Extractor/Tracker per
second as the "still alive" message.

Automatic search for trigger levels
To simplify the settings of triggers levels for single ended and composite radars, the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box provides a function for automatic search of these levels. The “Find Sync
trigger level”, “Find Azimuth trigger level” and “Find Marker trigger level” buttons start the
procedure of automatic trigger level configuration. Before starting the procedure, switch the
radar transmission on, select the correct type of radar and check that the polarity of each
synchronization signal corresponds correctly. The procedure can take several minutes to
complete, it depends on the signal period. Because the Marker signal is sent by the radar only
once in 2- 3 seconds, the calculation of the Marker trigger level takes the longest time.

When the procedure is finished, it reports if it succeeded or not. The procedure can fail if the
signal is lost or if it is different from what is expected for the specified type of radar. When the
procedure finishes, the system automatically switches to “Sync”, “Azimuth” or “Marker”
submodes correspondingly, to show the result. Then the level of the trigger can be manually
corrected.

Settings of video signals
The following settings are applicable for the video signal:

“polarity” - if the radar provides a negative signal, it can be inverted by the board. To activate
inversion, select “Negative”.

“input range” - input video range parameter. By default, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box uses a
maximum input video range of +/- 8V. It is important to use a sufficient input range. If the
input range is too high compared to the video signal, the ADC will not be used efficiently. If
the video range is too low, the video signal can be truncated. See the figure below.

“video range shift” - the shift of the output video range regarding input video range. It is
expected that radars provide video signals which are only positive or negative so the useful
part of the video signal uses only half of the ADC range. The Extractor/Tracker needs to have
positive video which starts from the bottom of the range. While sending the data to the
Extractor/Tracker, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box converts them to the format, needed for the
Extractor/Tracker. This converter uses only half of the input video range. “Output range shift”
controls which part of the input range to use. The oscilloscope shows it in cyan.

By default, the shift is 0 and output video range is the upper half of the input range, see the
figure below. It shows that the signal does not sart from the bottom of the video range and
that high amplitudes are truncated. The signal can be seen on the Extractor/Tracker's
oscilloscope.
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In the following figure, the video range is shifted up at 70 mVolts. The noise is on the bottom
of the output video range. The signal can also be seen on the Extractor/Tracker's
oscilloscope.

“sync delay” - the sync delay value is in nautical miles. Compensation of Sync Delay is
provided in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box. The Sync Delay setting in the VarpPCI.ini file is
ignored by the Extractor/Tracker when it receives data from the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.
Sync Delay is strongly positive. The bigger value of Sync Delay causes the bigger delay
between the synchronization event and the beginning of the sweep. When the “sync delay”
value increases, the signal in the oscilloscope diagram moves left (see the figure below) and
the targets on the radar video of the Extractor/Tracker application moves close to the center.

Ú Note: Remember to save the parameters to the CFG file.

Radar control page
The control of the radar is possible only with the Radar2014 application. This function is
implemented only for Litton/Sperry.
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Radar status
Radar status indicates the status of the radar from the “Radar Control” point of view. This
group contains a text message about the “Radar Status”, an “Alarm” message if there is
something to report, actual “Pulse length”, “Azimuth Count”, and “RPM”. If on the “Work”
page, which also contains information about azimuth count and RPM, these values are
calculated based on the information from synchronization signals, the values of azimuth
count and RPM shown in this group are calculated based on the Radar Control data.

Connection status
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box communicates with the Litton/Sperry radar using the RS422.
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box sends commands to the radar and the radar sends status
messages back to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.

In the interface “RX” represents a link from the radar to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.

• “Connection” provides information about the link status. If the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box
receives valid data, the connection is good.

• “Messages” indicates the number of received messages.
• “CS errors” indicates the number of messages with incorrect control sum, which were

received by the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.

“TX” represents the link from the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box to the radar.

• “Connection” provides information about the link status. In this case, the status is based on
the data received from the RX link. If the RX data is valid, then the TX connection status is
OK. If the RX data is invalid, then the TX connection status is ERROR. If there is no RX data,
the TX connection status is N/A.

• “Messages” indicates the number of messages sent to the radar (with no respect to the
fact of successful delivery to the radar).

• “CS error flags” indicates how many times the radar reported control sum errors using the
RX interface.

Messages from the radar
This block displays information recieved from the radar.
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Switching on/off, pulse length
The Litton/Sperry radar can be switched on by switching on the TX transmitter. When the TX
transmitter does not create a potential difference on its lines, the radar is switched off. When
the potential difference appears, the radar is switched on, goes into Standby mode and starts
sending statuses using the RX link. When the radar is operating in Standby mode, it is
possible to switch the transmission on, but the radar will start transmitting only when it is
warmed up. The current status of the radar is displayed in "Radar status".

The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box can order the radar to set pulse length. The actual pulse
length is displayed in the “Pulse length” indicator.

Tune value
The tuning value can be specified manually or can be chosen automatically based on the
radar response.

“Tune” - shows current Tune value and you can change it manually.

“MinTune” and “MaxTune” - specify the minimum and the maximum values of the Tune. By
default, the minimum is 655 and maximum is 3932 but they can be changed manually to
make the range smaller.

“StartAutoTune” - starts automatic search for the optimal tune. The MK 6.0 Radar Interface
box goes from MinTune to MaxTune comparing and looking for the maximum response. This
takes several minutes. The progress is shown with the “Progress” indicator in “%”. The current
tune value is shown in “Tune”. The procedure can be cancelled by clicking “Cancel”. When
the procedure finishes, “Done” is written in the “Progress” indicator. The result can be
accepted by clicking “Accept” or declined by clicking “Cancel”.

Tuning can also be done by the client (ARPA). In this case, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box
accepts commands from the client and nothing is shown in the WEB interface.

Blank sectors
The MK 6.0 Radar Interface box supports two blank sectors. They can be configured
independently, but they must not overlap each other. The angles of the beginning and the
end of the blank sectors are specified in degrees. The precision is equal to 1 degree. When
the blank sectors are specified, their values should be saved in the CFG file.

Test mode
Test mode provides a possibility to briefly assess the main functionality of the board. In test
mode, internally generated signals are used, so the board can be tested without connection
to the radar. There are three tests available. The first test provides the test signal (digital ramp)
generated in DSP, the second test provides it generated in Altera, and the third test provides
it generated in ADC. Signals which are generated by DSP and Altera are synchronized with
the beginning of the sweep, so they are not moving. The signal which is generated by ADC is
not synchronized with the sweep and starts in random moments.
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MK6 related settings in the VarpPCI.ini file
For compatibility with older versions, the name of ini file is VarpPCI.ini

[General]

DataSource=mk6

[LAN]

MK6IPAddress=192.168.5.100

MK6CommandPort=5062

VideoInPort=5060

IP address and command port in this ini file must correspond to the settings in the MK 6.0
Radar Interface box configuration file (see "Configuration page" on page 17 of the MK 6.0 Radar
Interface box WEB interface). VideoInPort is not configured in the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box.
This configuration is sent to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box as a part of a data request.
VarpPCI sends the requests to the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box periodically. The MK 6.0 Radar
Interface box has the timeout parameter. If the message sending delay exceeds the timeout
value, the MK 6.0 Radar Interface box stops sending the video signal.
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Extractor/Tracker
The Extractor/Tracker receives the raw video data from the radar and provides the processing
using synchronization pulses and navigational information. The video signal is filtered to
reduce sea clutter, rain clutter (precipitation) and interference from the radar signal for
delivery to the client displays. The filtered signal is also used for tracking the radar targets. The
tracking module continuously detects and tracks up to 4000 targets, which can then be
manually or automatically acquired and delivered to the Radar2014 application.

The Extractor/Tracker uses Ethernet LAN communication for data exchange with a client
application and for receiving the navigational data from the Sensor Monitor application.

Starting up the Extractor/Tracker
Start the VarpPCI.exe application. If the default configuration for the synchronization signals
is accepted, the “Sync”, “Azimuth”, and “Heading Marker” indicators start flashing after the
transmission is activated. The “Sync” and “Azimuth” indicators are flashing 1000 times slower
than referenced PRFs are. For instance, in the case of a sync PRF 1000, the “Sync” indicator
flashes once a second. Also, the calculated values, displayed as “Azimuth count”, “Sync
count”, “PRF”, and “RPM” must be stable and reasonable for the specified antenna type.

If any of these values are wrong, you must make additional adjustments to the
synchronization signals. These adjustments are provided through a special WEB-interface. To
start the WEB-interface from the start menu, go to the Windows Start menu and select “All
Programs –> MARIS –> PC Radar Kit -> Configure MK6.0 radar box”.

Additionally, the correct functionality of the Extractor/Tracker can be verified by means of a
special Radar display window (see below). This window can be activated by pressing the
“Radar display” button on the main dialog of the VarpPCI.exe application.

The Radar display window

Initially it shows the radar video with a 6 nm range. The range can be changed as well as the
own ship position on the screen. Complete information about received navigational data is
represented in the window. Also, all errors reported to the Radar2014 application are
indicated in graphical form. The information about cursor position is displayed in the status
bar. By default, the radar screen also represents the own ship heading and speed vector,
targets delivered to radar client, active land masks (if any), and active automatic acquisition
zones (if any). The stabilization mode and video filtering parameters can be adjusted here.

7 
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The “Radar display” window is resizable and moveable. It can be closed by selecting the close
button in the top-left corner. This is not interpreted as an attempt to close the Extractor/
Tracker application. The “sync delay” and “heading line skew” can be adjusted from the
“Settings” tab (see the figures below).

The heading line skew is represented in degrees. You can adjust the main bang suppression
here. By default, it is switched off. Set the “MB Suppress PWR” value to 10%. Generally, it is
sufficient to remove the main bang completely (see the figure below).

The “Tracking” group of parameters represents the settings that are important for tracking
quality. For best quality, adjust the beam width and other parameters as needed.
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